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Research Methodology. For the purpose of the study, the authors used the philosophical and ideological approaches of scientific knowledge – dialectical, system, etc.; principles of scientific knowledge: historicism, objectivity; specific (private methods) scientific knowledge – formal-logical, hermeneutic and others. Also in the study used historical, historical-comparative. Among the specially-scientific methods, the authors used a comparative legal, formal-legal methods and so on.

Results. The achievements of V. B. Antonovych studies in Ukrainian common law are analyzed. The main features, especially the formation and evolution of Ukrainian common law were established.

Novelty. The contribution of V. B. Antonovych in studying Ukrainian common law was defined.

The practical significance. Conclusions and provisions, that were obtained as a result of writing, contribute to a better understanding of Ukrainian common law. The results can be used to improve the normative disciplines «Theory of State and Law», «History of State and Law of Ukraine», «History of political and legal doctrines», «Philosophy of Law». Also can be used for training courses on the history of the common law of Ukraine.